Mines, prospects and selected metallic mineral occurrences in the Bradfield Canal quadrangle, Alaska By R. L. Elliott and R. D. Koch Introduction A table and accompanying maps briefly describe the known deposits and selected occurrences of metallic mineral commodities in the Bradfield Canal quadrangle of southeastern Alaska. This report is part of a geologic mapping and mineral resource assessment study of the quadrangle carried out under the U.S. Geological Survey's Alaska Mineral Resource Assessment Program (AMRAP). Its purpose is to provide a background of historical and current mineral deposit data to be integrated with other geological, geochemical and geophysical data for the summary resource assessment. This report is based on an extensive literature search, emphasizing original sources rather than other compilations (Berg and Cobb, 1967; Cobb, 1972 Cobb, , 1978 . A U.S. Bureau of Mines map showing locations of mining claims was also used in this compilation. The data derived from these sources were updated and augmented where possible by geological and geochemical data from recent field studies and by consultations with colleagues. In a few cases, information gleaned from other sources has been incorporated. Large disparities exist in the quality and quantity of information about the deposits and occurrences. A few are moderately well documented by modern studies, but many others have no more than brief, sometimes second-hand, descriptions in the old literature.
In the heavily prospected Salmon River and Texas Creek areas of the Hyder Mining District, exploration was most active in the 1920's. Numerous prospects were first located during this time, and most of the literature for deposits in these areas is also from this early period. Contemporary reports on the Hyder area by contain by far the most comprehensive accounts of the numerous mines and prospects of the Salmon River and Texas Creek areas. Subsequent to Buddington's work, activity in the Hyder District became generally sporadic except for a period during and after World War II when the Riverside mine produced gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, and tungsten.
Within the past decade or two, private interests have examined and explored several areas and deposits in the Banded Mountain and Texas Creek areas, as well as elsewhere in the quadrangle. Two large claim groups (140 and 60 claims) in the Cone Mountain and Craig River areas near the international boundary in the western part of the quadrangle have been actively explored within the past 5 or 6 years. These recent exploration activities have included modern geochemical and geophysical techniques, and also diamond drilling in a few cases. Results of these studies have generally remained proprietary.
Locations shown on the accompanying maps are generally "best fit" locations derived from all available published material including maps, figures, and text descriptions of elevation and location with reference to geographic features, including glaciers. Notable changes in distances, bearings, and elevations from glaciers have occurred over the last 50 or more years due to glacial retreat and lowering of the ice surfaces, and our map locations include a subjective allowance for these changes where necessary.
Very few of the older prospects were visited during the recent field studies. Locating the old prospects in the field is generally difficult and sometimes effectively impossible. Many are on steep slopes with heavy brush cover, and little evidence of the generally meager development work remains after more than 50 years. Even when the old sites are found, most workings are inaccessible.
No attempt is made in this report to evaluate the extent or economic potential of these deposits. However, some information regarding the significance of deposits may be inferred from the table, particularly under the heading, "Brief Description". Another report (in preparation) provides an assessment of the area's mineral endowment and potential mineral resources. Map numbers refer to the locations of specific deposits or metallic mineral occurrences shown on the maps and serve to link the map positions and table entries.
EXPLANATION

NAME(S) (if known)
Name(s) of mines or prospects are derived from published sources or from general usage. In most cases we use the early prospect names reported by in his thorough account of the mines and prospects of the Hyder area. Although interest in the area generally waned following peak activity of the 1920's, many of the early prospects were restaked or regrouped one or more times. Renaming of claims and prospects was common, but literature reflecting these later activities (and names) is sparse. For this reason the names used in Buddington's report generally prevail. We have used a few of the more recent names to identify newly reported occurrences from the more recent claim groups. Alternate names follow the primary name where appropriate. Names of selected individual claims from the prospect or claim group may be listed under the heading of "Brief Description" if they are commonly referred to in the literature.
LOCATION
Map coordinates of latitude and longitude are given to the nearest 5 seconds for the location as shown on the accompanying maps. Because so many prospects were repeatedly restaked, relocated and combined with other prospects into larger claim groups, we have not attempted to show any claim boundaries. Rather we have tried, where possible, to show the location of the most prominent veins or workings for each deposit described in the table. In other cases a "central" point is shown. Locations of some of the prospects are only vaguely known and these locations are qualified in the table by the notation "location approx." CATEGORY Category refers to the historic (in some cases, current) development status of the deposit. The terms mine, prospect, claim, and occurrence are used as follows:
A mineral deposit with recorded production. In some cases, ore may have been mined, but not necessarily shipped. Some claims may have been patented, others may or may not be active.
P -Prospect:
C -Claim: 0 -Occurrence: FORM A deposit that has been staked and explored to some degree but lacks evidence of production. Probably some of the gold and/or silver vein deposits that are listed as prospects have had at least meager production, but lacking evidence of production they are classified as prospects. These claims may or may not be active. Claims have rarely been patented.
A (presumed) deposit for which the only available information consists of a claim reported on the U.S. Bureau of Mines Claim Map (1979) . Commodities may or may not have been indicated on that map. A few of these claims may even be spurious (staked for other than minerals-related purposes).
A deposit or metalliferous mineral occurrence that is unclaimed, as far as is known, and is mainly known from a brief mention in published reports, or from recent field investigations. Unevaluated or unchecked occurrences of apparently anomalous amounts of metals in rock geochemical samples are generally not included (unless metallic minerals were identified in the sample). Occurrences of pyrite alone are also omitted.
Form denotes the physical aspect of a deposit or occurrence; specifically the distribution or arrangement of the ore minerals in the hostrock. Terms used under this heading are intended to be as descriptive as possible and are distinct from genetic terms which denote origin or history of the deposit. A mine or prospect may contain more than one form of deposit, and forms may be gradational one to another. In many cases the form is inferred from the literature description, where it is not explicitly stated. The following terms describing forms of deposits are used in this report:
Disseminated potential1y valuable minerals occur as discrete particles or as minute veinlets or clusters which are more or less evenly distributed, at some scale, in the hostrock.
Float loose or scattered rock or mineral material whose bedrock source may or may not be known. Cone Mountain 56°24'00" 131°5S'SO" location approx.
S6°30'50" 131°44'00" location approx.
Lode
Au(?) Chapin ( , 1918 shows "Berg claims" near this location on Aaron Creek, but see also Copper King Chapin, 1916, p. 78; 1918, p. 75 
56°15'45»
131°36'15" location approx.
56°10'20" 131°34'10" location approx.
DissemCu inated
A claim group totaling 145 claims was staked in 1976, presumably for U and/ or other RA. Claims were active for 2 or 3 years; exploration included some diamond drilling. Claims are mostly within western margin of midTertiary alkali-granite stock (Tgr). Geochemical surveys (Koch and Elliott, 1981a-h) Smith, 1932, p. 17; 1933a, p. 15; 1933b, p. 17; , 1934a, p. 16; 1934b, p. 16; Berg and others, 1977 , p. 133 Berg and others, 1977 , p. 40-41, 72-73, 114-115 Berg and others, 1977 , p. 40-41, 70, 72-73 Berg and others, 1977 , p. 40-41,60,70,72-73,100-114 Buddington, 1929 Berg and others, 1977, p. 40-41, 110-113 (Moffit, 1927) to Hummel, Slasher, and Moss. Covered by one of Greenpoint claims staked in 1970, but distinct from Greepoint prospect described by Berg and others (1977) . See also Greenpoint Berg and others, 1977 , p. 40-41, 112-114 Berg and others, 1977 , p. 40-41, 72, 93-96 Moffitt, 1927 Buddlngton, 1929, p. 101-102; Berg and others, 1977, p. 37, 40-41, 96-100 Buddington, 1925, p. 74, 91-93; 1929, p. 43, 102- Shear zone 1 to 3 1/2 ft wide contains Buddington, 1929, p. Ill breccia of graywacke with qz stringers 1 in to 2 ft wide; country rock is graywacke pendant in Texas Creek Granodiorite. Qz stringers carry most of sulfides; gn, py, cp, and si locally Buddington, 1925, p. 94; , p. 103 Buddington, 1929 , p. 103-109 Buddington, 1929 , p. 109 Buddington, 1929 Sainsbury, 1956, p. 127, 140 Buddington. 1926 Buddington, 1929, p. 93-94; Sainsbury, 1956, p. 140 and plate I Buddington, 1925, p. 83; , p. 93 Buddington, 1929 , p. 92-93 Buddington, 1929 U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1979 Westgate, 1922 , p. 129, 139-140 Buddington, 1925 U.S. Mines, 1979 P. 87; Bureau of Chapin, 1916, p. 97; Westgate, 1922, p. 128, 131-133; Buddington, 1925, p. 74, 83-84; 1929, p. 43-44, 86-88; Buddington and Chapin, 1929, p. 318, 327, 357- Buddington, 1929, p. 81; Syers and Sainsbury, 1956 , p. 140 Byers and Sainsbury, 1956 , p. 139-140 Buddington, 1929 Byers and Sainsbury, 1956, p. 140 and plate 1 , p. 72 Buddington, 1925 1929, p. 72-74 
